
Restaurant 14 Inch Anodized Aluminum Wooden Pizza Dough
Trays
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This is customized products for pizza tools, below pictures just for your reference,
you can choose any pizza tools or baking tools as you need, please kindly advise
the details so we can quote the accurate price, thank you very much.

 

Aluminum Stove Ash Scraping

1). Easy to use: with a thin metal handle, our charcoal cleaning scraper is easy to move and
distribute steam charcoal. You don't have to worry about burning your hands. It is easy to
use.

2). Wide range of applications: our pizza ash cleaning shovel can clean hot ovens without
getting too close to the heat. It is suitable for restaurants, cafes, bars and pizzerias.

https://www.bakingtoolssupplier.com/product/Outdoor-BBQ-Pizza-Oven-Accessories-Tools-Aluminum-Stove-Ash-Scraping.html


 

Roll Cone-Shape Danish Tube Kits

1).High quality aluminum, not change full form, strong and durable. Suitable for making
croissants, baking DIY, west of DIY. Can make your own Danish bread roll,fill in rich chocolate
sauce,or cream filling.
Wrapped in a coil outside the oven bake,bake after the remove solenoid,filling jams at the
hollow,you like to eat,such as minced pork stuffing.

2).The danish cake tube kits are made of premium stainless steel with a mirror finish,
smooth, reusable, durable and long lasting. The almost seamless edge design prevents the
dough from pressing into the seams, so you can make beautiful ice cream cannoli rolls
without distortion.

 

Stainless Steel Round Pizza Shovel

 1).For a perfect pizza result: the spatula made of smooth, thin chrome-nickel steel can be
pushed under the pizza and keeps its shape, for use in the kitchen at home and in the
catering sector.

2).Multifunctional application: The bread scraper made of smooth and thin stainless steel for
your own and professional kitchen can be ideally pushed under the bread or pizza without
deforming the dough.

 

Factory:

https://www.bakingtoolssupplier.com/product/Aluminum-Cake-Decorating-DIY-Bread-Dessert-Cream-Roll-Cone-Shape-Danish-Tube-Kits.html
https://www.bakingtoolssupplier.com/product/Stainless-Steel-Round-Pizza-Shovel-Wood-Handle-Baking-Tool-Cake-Pizza-Transfer.html


 

 



 

FAQs:

1.Can you provide samples?
Yes, but we need to pay the sample fee and freight.

We will refunded once you place the first order.
2.Does the production support OEM?
Of course, OEM orders are always welcome.

3.Do you accept customized logo?
Of course, Usually we make laser logo on the pizza peels, for the package, it is better to provide the
artwork.

4.When is the delivery time?
15-25 days after receiving the deposit, the production is completed and the goods will be delivered after
receiving the payment. 


